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NOTIFICATION

The following is the Short List containing the Register Number of candidates

who are found Provisionally eligible to be to be called for interview subject to the

verification of the original  documents  for selection to the Post of  DIVISIONAL

ACCOUNTANT  (Cat  No:  147/2015  –  NCA-Ezhava) in  KERALA  GENERAL

SERVICE DEPARTMENT  on Rs 18740-33680/- on the basis of the written test

held from 15.02.2018 to 17.02.2018

The  Register  Numbers  are  arranged  in  their  numerical  sequence  and  the

arrangement does not in any way, indicate their respective rank on the basis of the

said Test. 

SHORT LIST

1026 1164 1436 1456 1686

1774 2085
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Note:-1        Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional  subject to
scrutiny and admission of applications  on absolute  basis.  Inclusion of
Register  Number  in  the  Short  List  does  not  confer  any  right  on  the
candidate  to  be called for interview or for subsequent  inclusion in  the
Ranked List.

Note:-2 The list has been prepared by including the number of candidates who
have secured 40% marks each for Papers I&II and 50% marks for Paper
III.

Note:-3 Candidates  included  in  the  Short  List  should  present  and  produce  in
person the original  documents for verification.  Date, Time and Venue of
Certificate verification  of candidates included  in this Short list will be
intimated in due course.

Note:- 4 According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer script is not
allowed.  But  answer scripts can be rechecked after the publication of the
Ranked List  for  the post.   Detailed instructions   will  be found in the
Ranked List notification for this Post.

Note:- 5 Candidates  included  in  this  list  are  required  to  produce  Non-Creamy
Layer Certificate as per G.O (P) No. 81/09/SC/ST/DD dated 26.09.2009
along  with  the  other  documents  mentioned  above  at  the  time  of
verification of original documents.

                                                                 (By Order of the Commission)

                                                                  

                 SAJU GEORGE
                                                                        Secretary,
                                                     Kerala Public Service Commission.
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